
Jack Miller, CEO of True Media, a media company with offices in the 
US and Canada, approached SOA in 2011 to renovate an existing 
building on Columbia’s I-70 Business Loop into the company’s 
headquarters.  Six years later, Jack again hired SOA to design a 
Professional Office Building to house two True Media spin-off 
businesses: RADaR and Coegi.

With the goal to create a campus-like atmosphere for the three 
companies, Jack saw potential in a nearby underutilized parking 
lot. SOA first conducted a site assessment and assisted with the re-
zoning of the neighboring property, before proceeding with the 
design process.  

The building program called for two separate tenant spaces to 
house RADaR and Coegi offices, but a shared central core containing 
restrooms, I.T., break, conference and copy rooms. The small site 
posed a design challenge for SOA to accommodate all of the desired 
functions in a single 4,300 s.f. story.  The decision to add a 414 s.f. loft 
space freed up some space and created the perfect location for an 
employee game room.

The building exterior was designed to coordinate with the existing 
headquarters building, creating visual continuity among the small 
campus. Looking to the future, the structure was designed to 
accommodate a solar array on the roof. The project was completed 
in July of 2019.

True Properties
Professional Office Building

LOCATION
Columbia, Missouri

DESCRIPTION
4,700 sf office building

COMPLETION DATE
July 2019

CONSTRUCTION BUDGET
$850 thousand

CLIENT REFERENCE
Jack Miller, True Media CEO - 573-443-8783

CONTRACTOR REFERENCE
Huebert Builders Inc., Wayne Huebert - 573-449-4996

DESIGN SERVICES PROVIDED
Programming & Preliminary Design, Design &
Construction Documents, Bidding & Construction
Administration, Interior Design & Furniture
Coordination
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“I enjoy working with the SOA team because they listen 
to my needs, provide good suggestions to enhance 
my vision, and keep the project organized and moving 
forward.”

- Jack Miller, CEO True Media


